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Bridle

end the AKG Gallery Project has just been
launched and has already met with great
I still have a few AKG
pins left.

enthusiasm.

The Delta Squares Kite

If you want one send me
£1.50 plus 50p to cover
postage.

Copyright Charlie Charlton 1995
This is a large and serious kite it
measures slightly larger than 12 feet
tall however it has a very light pull and
can be flown quite nicely on 1OOlb line
In addition to the obvious instructions
on the plan please note
All spars except the bottom dihedral
set piece should be l2mm dowel The
spine must be made of two pieces
joined with a ferrule.
The bottom pair of ~ieces which are
set in the dihedral should be 8mm
dowel the line marked 'K' has the
dihedral at the centre, and should be
tied to the sail with a small tie.
The spine should be attached to the sail
at both bridle points

Feedback
Firstly I would like to thank all those people who
have contributed positively to the group, especially,
My wife Anna without whose support the AKG
would never have gotten off the ground, and despite
her serious illness has always been at my side.
Also my thanks go to Gill and Jon Bloom for their
continuing support and space in the pages of the
Kiteflier. as well as all those who have helped at
festivals either as organisers, kite lenders/ exhibitors,
and judges.
1 bope that I am doing an OK job here but if you
don't think so and you can think of some positive
contribution you can and want to make then let me
know either with a letter an E-Mail or a phone call.

Fit two pockets to take the spine.
The cross spars in the lower sail, also
require pockets.
All fabric grain should run parallel to
the outside edges.
Remember this is basically just two
squares with a little overlap
The bridle should be about 6.5 meters
in length. find the towing point by trial
and error. (Notice this kite will fly
well within a huge range of bridle
adjustments)
If you need any further help feel free
to contact me

Contributions
Please send in your reports, photos, floppy disks,
news items, information regarding exhibitions,
echniques, anecdotes, plans, designs, cartoons,
Gallery project kites, or anything else you can
hink of.
to:
.;
Cbarlie Charlton,
38 Beechway,
Maghull,
Merseyside,
L31 lHP.
England
or If you have any queries regarding the AKG
ring OlSI 5269913
E-mail cbarlie@akg.u-net.com
WWW http://www.u-net:coml-akg

